WSCUC’s Thematic Pathway Reaffirmation

LLU’S 2020 THEME: ONE LOMA LINDA

Value of LLU’s Theme: One Loma Linda
“One Loma Linda” would enhance and expand:
» Student success
» Future of LLU’s professions
» Inter-professional education
» Innovation in health care delivery
» Process:
~ Get clinicians and faculty talking and working closely together
~ Develop a truly practical and effective “One Loma Linda”

LLU’s Theme: One Loma Linda
»Strengths
~ LLU has so much that could be included for this theme that
we:
• Won’t be able to include everything in the essay
• Will need to carefully prune the list of important topics to those that are
most critical to us

»Challenges
~ Won’t be able to complete everything we put into our proposal by
Fall 2020; may also not be as far along as we would like to be by that
date
~ Won’t be able to include the Medical Center in the important strategic
plan
~ Need to complete the University’s strategic plan; the completed
academic strategic plan is one component of the full plan

LLU’s Theme: One Loma Linda
»Case Studies and Data Reports
~ Need to include reports on University assessment and program review both WSCUC-Only and WSCUC-Plus programs

»WSCUC Standards and CFRs
~ LLU’s TPR theme report needs to be rich in WSCUC standards and
CFRs

»Due Dates
~ Proposal due at the end of May 2018
~ Institutional Report due in June 2020

Possible Topics for TPR Report and Theme
»Develop collaborative approach to new faculty orientation that
properly addresses HR’s requirements and emphasizes new faculty
needs
»Document student success through case studies and analyses
»Build an exhaustive list of the topics that could be covered in this
strategic plan
~ Review and address program review successes and challenges with next
steps
~ Demonstrate trying to pull things together with the online education from
the schools
• Have tried to address state and federal regulations
• Have improved DE in many ways but have new approach that will lead
to new marketing
• RN to BS turn around with iDesign and SPH’s success with Higher
Learning Partners

Possible Sub-Topics for TPR Theme
»Exhibit WSCUC-Only and WSCUC-Plus through data and case
studies
~ SD and SM’s assessment and accreditation
~ SP’s assessment grid for SP

»Demonstrate creative and earnest response of LLU to our
stressed budget
~ Response to call for cuts
~ Creative approach for recruiting and marketing in small programs

»Research the ROI for the two approaches for LLU enrollment:
~ Starting first-year freshmen, four-year programs
~ Developing dynamite marketing for existing programs

Possible Topics for TPR
»Mission Focused Learning (MFL)
~ Develop a team to:
• Refine and clarify the MFL definition
• Describe what MFL would look like in face-to-face and online program
• Research and demonstrate how LLU touches the world and local
community through service by students, faculty, and staff
~ Service cannot be for bragging rights alone
~ Must demonstrate how service actually helps students in their
personal and professional lives
• Develop a practical approach to promote and support wholeness for
students, faculty, staff, and administrators

LLU’s Quest for Excellence and Accreditation:
It’s all about student success!

